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Abstract. Based on greenhouse gas detector of a satellite, the operation principle, system
composition, and design scheme are introduced. It emphasizes on the method of the sunglint
point positioning on the detector and particularly analyses two major factors: pointing accuracy
of pointing mirror and calculation accuracy of sunglint position, which have an effect on
sunglint point positioning accuracy. The theoretical analysis result of sunglint point positioning
accuracy is less than 6.0km. That is in the allowed tolerant range. Physical verification system
for sunglint point positioning accuracy is built by high precision two dimensional moving
platform, point source and a visible light camera which has common-path with the main optical
path in the detector. It shows that the physical verification result and the theoretical analysis
result to be consistent. It provides a new verification idea for positioning accuracy analysis of
similarity principle aim detection.

1 Introduction
The information of sunglint point on the ocean is helpful and important to analyses atmospheric
composition over the ocean. Usually, the sun’s reflection of surface is week. When the incident angle
is equal to the reflection angle, mirror reflection is occurred on the surface and the reflected light
becomes strong. The reflected point is called sunglint point [1].As to detect sunglint point, the input
energy enhances. Calculation of atmospheric composition and retrieval of aerosol parameters will be
more accurate[2-3]. So, accurate positioning of sunglint point is an important presupposition for
enhance the accuracy of atmospheric remote detection.
In order to find the sunglint point accurately and quickly and detect and analyse atmosphere over
the ocean, based on an onboard greenhouse gas detector, the paper presents a calculation method of
the sunglint point position in a local orbit coordinate system and verifies the sunglint positioning
accuracy by theoretical analysis and physical verification.

2 The introduction of greenhouse gas detector
2.1 Working principle
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Greenhouse gas detector is a time modulated Fouier transform interference spectrometer. It provides a
atmospheric absorption spectrum of sunlight scattering by ground objects including the information of
geographic and optical path to the user on orbit operation. The data array of atmospheric absorption
spectrum can cover all over the world in required revisit time.
Figure.1 shows the working principle of Greenhouse gas detector. The aiming signal is introduced
by tow-dimensional pointing mirror and then goes into the interferometer module to be modulated.
The modulated signal is gathered to the detector by after-optical system and colour separation and
converging optical system. The detector changes the modulated optical signal to interferential
electrical signal. Interferential electrical signal is amplified, filtered, quantized and encoded using the
analog and digital signal processing circuit. Meanwhile, there is a visible light camera in greenhouse
gas detector. The visible light camera has a common optical path with the interferential signal. But the
visible light field is greater than the interferential signal field.
Sunglint point observation is an observation mode of greenhouse gas detector for atmosphere
above the ocean. The detector built a mathematical model of sunglint point according to the six orbital
elements and local time. It finally realized the location of sunglint point precisely through coordinate
transformation and geometric conversion.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of greenhouse gas detector.

2.2 The method of sunglint point location
The mathematical model of sunglint point location involves two kinds of coordinate: inertial system
and orbit system [4-5]. Inertial system is that the earth center is the coordinate origin, the positive of X
axis is from earth center point to vernal equinox, the Z axis coincides with the earth's rotation axis and
north is positive, the Y axis is perpendicular to the XZ plane and constitutes the right-handed
coordinate system. Orbit system is that the satellite centroid is the coordinate origin, the positive of X
axis is the flight direction of satellite orbit, the Z axis coincides with the line between satellite centroid
and the earth center and point to the earth center is positive, the Y axis is perpendicular to the XZ
plane and constitutes the right-handed coordinate system.
Figure.2 shows the geometric relation of sun, satellite and sunglint point in inertial system. Point
M is in the middle of the satellite vector Rsat and the sun vector Rsun. The included angle between the
two vectors is α . If α is divided into a value by sunglint vector RM , that time meet the conditions of
the formation of sunglint point, and the point M is the sunglint point. In order to find the sunglint
point M, we can assume the existence of point M and finally find the point M equal to the incident
angle AsunM and the reflection angle AsatM through repeated iteration and optimization of the
relationship between AsunM and AsatM. Then we can obtain the sunglint vector RM in inertial system.
After that, we can get the sunglint vector SM in inertial system through coordinate transformation [6-7].
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Figure.2. Geometric relation of sun, satelliate and sunglint in inertial system.

3 Analysis of the sunglint point positioning accuracy
3.1 Theoretical analysis
According to the working principle of greenhouse gas detector, the sunglint point positioning accuracy
mainly consists of two parts: pointing accuracy of two-dimensional pointing mechanism and accuracy
of sunglint positioning algorithm.
3.1.1 Analysis of pointing accuracy
The pointing accuracy of two-dimensional pointing mechanism is determined by the AT axis (along
orbit direction) and CT axis (vertical orbit direction) motor and property of rotary transformer.
The AT axis is composed of a voice coil motor, pivot and rotary transformer.The step accuracy of
voice coil motor is can be ignored. After quantification, the angle accuracy of the rotary transformer is
1.2’’ and the electrical error of the rotary transformer is f7.5’’. The final calculation precision is
±7.5’’ (±0.002°). So the pointing accuracy of AT axis is ±0.002°.
The CT axis is composed of a stepping motor, bearing and rotary transformer. The minimum
output angle of the stepping motor is 0.036°. The angle accuracy of the rotary transformer is 1.2’’ and
the electrical error of the rotary transformer is f40’’. The final calculation precision is ±40’’ (±0.01°).
So the pointing accuracy of AT axis is ±0.028°.
3.1.2 Analysis of sunglint point positioning algorithm accuracy
Based on the STK model of satellite which carries with greenhouse gas detector, the sunglint point
vector at 11 different time moments of one period in x, y and z direction of orbit coordinate system are
extracted [8-9]. It’s shows in Table.1. The orbit six elements of 11 groups at the same time are as
input for the sunglint point positioning algorithm. The Matlab compile results of sunglint point
positioning algorithm is showed in Table.1.
Table.1. Part of results of the sunglint vector in STK and sunglint calculation

time

2016-11-8 21:26:12

The calculation results of sunglint vector
exported from STK /km

The calculation results of sunglint vector
used by sunglint point positioning
algorithm in Matlab /km

x

y

z

x

y

z

212.97

-423.00

861.15

214.63

-434.73

895.26
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2016-11-8 21:27:12

171.65

-417.35

858.24

172.76

-429.65

893.85

2016-11-8 21:28:12

131.05

-412.87

855.83

131.48

-425.59

892.67

2016-11-8 21:29:12

91.00

-409.53

853.78

90.71

-422.72

891.74

2016-11-8 21:30:12

51.34

-407.29

852.12

50.22

-420.74

890.99

2016-11-8 21:31:12

11.92

-406.15

850.85

9.96

-419.93

890.49

2016-11-8 21:32:12

-27.41

-406.10

849.99

-30.26

-420.04

890.16

2016-11-8 21:33:12

-66.83

-407.16

849.55

-70.59

-421.23

890.05

2016-11-8 21:34:12

-106.49

-409.32

849.50

-111.12

-423.34

890.13

2016-11-8 21:35:12

-146.55

-412.62

849.89

-152.00

-426.50

890.43

2016-11-8 21:36:12

-187.19

-417.10

850.74

-193.38

-430.74

890.96

For comparison conveniently, the sunglint point vectors which are exported from STK and matlab
at the same time are transferred to the pointing angle θ of greenhouse gas detector. The angle θ is the
include angle between sunglint vector and z axis. Table.2 shows the caculation algorithm results error
of sunglint point positioning is less than 0.37˚.
Table.2. The contrast result between STK and sunglint calculation

Time

The angle calculated by
sunglint vectors in STK /
˄˚˅

2016-11-8 21:26:12

28.81

The angle calculated by
sunglint vectors in sunglint
point positioning algorithm/
˄˚˅
28.44

2016-11-8 21:27:12

27.73

27.39

0.35

2016-11-8 21:28:12

26.85

26.52

0.33

2016-11-8 21:29:12

26.17

25.87

0.30

2016-11-8 21:30:12

25.72

25.43

0.29

2016-11-8 21:31:12

25.53

25.25

0.27

2016-11-8 21:32:12

25.59

25.32

0.27

2016-11-8 21:33:12

25.91

25.63

0.27

2016-11-8 21:34:12

26.47

26.18

0.28

2016-11-8 21:35:12

27.26

26.95

0.31

2016-11-8 21:36:12

28.25

27.92

0.33

error/˄˚˅
0.37

3.1.3 The results of theoretical analysis
The ground distance of each degree of pointing mirror is 14.50km. So the ground field error of AT
axis is 0.06km. The ground field error of CT axis is 0.81km. The ground field error caused by
algorithm accuracy is 5.37km.Stated thus, the maximum ground field error of sunglint point detection
of theoretical analysis is 6.18km. The sunglint point width is in 40~50km. this error has no effect for
obtaining the sunglint point. In conclusion, the greenhouse gas detector could locate and track sunglint
point effectively.
3.2 Physical verification
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Figure.3. Schematic diagram of physical verification system.

Figure.3 shows the schematic diagram of physical verification system. Sunglint point position data which
are the same period time with the orbit six elements are translated into the displacement data in two
directions of two-dimensional moving platform [10]. After to ensure the first sunglint point position in
the image center of visible light camera of greenhouse gas detector, two-dimensional moving platform
and greenhouse gas detector are started at the same time. It is to collect the image information of
visible light camera at this period. Through analysis of the change of centroid position of light source
in the image of visible light camera, sunglint point positioning accuracy of greenhouse gas detector is
obtained.
The detector in visible light camera consists of 640h512 pixels. The ground pixel resolution is
0.125km.Figure.4 shows all of the centroid position of light source in the image of visible light
camera. The maximum distance from each centroid position of light source to the centroid position of
light source of the first image is 49.20 pixels. The ground distance is 6.15km.

Figure.4. Distribution of light source centroid position in visible light image.

4 Conclusion
In conclusion, the maximum ground field error of sunglint point detection of physical verification is
6.15km. This result is basically consistent with the results (6.18km) of theoretical analysis. Both of
those analysis methods provided in this paper verified the sunglint point positioning accuracy and also
verified the analysis results each other.
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